
How To Get An F In Leadership 
 

Words are powerful! When we control our vocabulary instead of letting our vocabulary control us, we 
recognize that the letter F gets a bad rap, and doesn’t have to be negative… Change your vocabulary 
and you change your life, and someone else’s: positive WORDS (What Others Remember & Digest 
Strengthen Spirits) or negative WORDS (What Others Remember Destroy Spirits). 
What are your words doing? And how might that be affecting your leadership style? 
 

1) FOCUS – Finding Ourselves Creates Unlimited Success 
Put yourself first! When you do your job, your team succeeds. If you’re not getting your needs met 
you’ll hold others back. Take care of yourself mentally, physically, spiritually to take care of those 
around you. 

Focus on you and let others come into focus! 
 

2) FAITH –  Feeling As If There’s Hope 
The only thing you ‘cannot’ do is give up. When one door closes… go for the windows! Life is not 
dress rehearsal. Sometimes when one door closes… it locks! Take advantage of your moments… 

Create your Windows of Opportunity! 
 

3) FRIENDS – Fun, Real, Interesting, Easy, New, Decent, Self 
Be your best friend. You have the right to seek the characteristics of friendship you offer. 

True friendship is measured in quality, not quantity. 
You must also Decide that your friends are meeting the Definition of your life 

 

4) FUN – Friends Understand Needs 
Believe that you’re not in this alone, and you can’t do it alone. Choose your messenger(s) carefully. 

Nobody’s perfect, yet you can be perfect for one another! 
 

5) FREE – Facts, RISK, Excellence, Empathy 
Leadership requires a consequence… outcome… result… 
RISK (Recognition Is Success’ Key). The secret to freedom is courage. 

Practice makes purpose, as you’ll find that your 100% fluctuates. It’s not easy being you! 
  

6) Finish – Direct your efforts toward the achievement of some particular goal(s). When people see 
that you’re not asking them to do something you wouldn’t do (or haven’t done), they’re more excited 
about following you. The key is that you can’t do it just to get them to follow you… once… 

Leadership requires repetition 
 

Know that you deserve an A!!! 
You’ve shown the right Attitude, made the Adjustments, 

and continue to Allow yourself to grow. 
 

I believe that success is about confidence and listening… how people feel about themselves affects their ability to lis-
ten; that life is about going from one puzzle to another… you are a small, medium or large piece of each puzzle. Thus 
I use humor, original poetry & the power of words to get tangible positive results, helping people contribute to the bot-
tom line by envisioning themselves as an important piece of every puzzle based on feeling good about themselves. I call 
it The Top Line… and with it, there are boundless bottom line results. 


